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Section Business

At last year's annual SACS meeting, Arnie Wiesbrot
submitted a motion to the Section proposing that a
size standard be adopted on all cave maps. The mo-
tion was seconded by Bob Hoke. Kambesis suggested

that before calling a vote on the motion, that it be

circulated to section members and be reconsidered at

the 1998 Section meeting. The motion was published
in the last issue of Compass & Tape (Volume I3, No.

3, Issue 43),within the Section minutes. The motion
is reprinted below and everyone who plans to attend

the SACS meeting in Sewanee is encouraged to con-
sider the proposal and vote their preference.

A Proposal for Standardized Sizes of Maps

Arnie Weisbrot moves that the Survey and Cartogra-
phy Section of the National Speleological Society
adopt the following standard for use on all cave maps.

Adaptthese parts ofAmerican Society ofMe-
chanical engineers Standards Yl4.l and
YI4 IM:

a. Para 4. - Drawing Sheet Sizes

b. Para 6.1 - Title Block Location
c. Para I l.l - Margin Drawing Number

Block

2. Title Block shall contain: CartographerName
and Address , Cave Name, Location Descrip-
tion, Survey Date and Map Date.

3. Margin Drawing Number Block shall con-
tain Cave Name and Location Description.

Weisbrot further moves that the Survey and Cartog-
raphy Section of the National Speleological Society
award bonus points at the Cartography Salon for maps

that meet this standard.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Pat,

The last issue of Compass & Tape (Vol. 13.2) was

very interesting (I particularly enjoyed the timely ar-
ticle on computer graphics).However, in the interest
of giving credit where it's due, I should pornt out that
the idea of adding altitudes to complex cross-sections

in Mammoth Cave (Cartographers' Corner, p 24)
originated with Scott House, who was at the time
CRF's chief cartographer for Mammoth Cave. It cer-
tainly does add to the information content without a
lot of extra effort

It would be equally easy to use elevations relative to a
zero entrance datum rather that the absolute eleva-

tions above sea level used on the Mammoth Cave

sheets.

Sincerely,

Mick Sutton.

+K,
I got Compass & Tape today. It looks great! Thanks

, for the plug; a caving BOG member, what a concept.

Philip L. Moss
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VPON AOMPASS AAAUPAAY

by Doug Strait

Most cave surveyors understand that some metallic
objects will affect the reading of a nearby compass. What
is less well understood is which commonly encountered
objects should be of concern and at what distances the
in-fluence is likely to be significant. In this article I will
attempt to provide some understanding of these issues.

Background

The earth produces its orvn magnetic field. At rnost
points on (or under) the earth's surface this magnetic field
has both a horizontal and vertical colnponent. Compasses

determine direction by aligning their own internal mag-
netic object (needle or disk) with the direction ofthe hori-
zontal component of the earth's magnetic field.

Some metals (known as ferromagnetic metals) will

distort the shape of the earth's magnetic field in their vi-
cinity. A nearby compass will respond to the now-dis-
torted magnetic field and thus read incorrectly.

Compasses will also read incorrectly in the presence

of a nearby magnet. In this case the compass senses the
magnetic field that results from the combination of the
earth's field and that of the masnet.

Testing

I assembled an assortment of iterns that cavers [pi-
cally might have in the immediate viciniy of a compass.

I then tested each item for its degree of inlluence on the
true compass reading. It should be noted that for a given
distance between an object and the compass, the error
will vary depending upon the orientation of the compass

TABLE 1

Worst Case Deviation for Various Equipment as Typically Worn or Mounted

Equipment
Electric Justrite Headpiece
REI Green "waterproof headlamp" (4 "AA')
Safesport "waterproof headlarnp" (4'AA')
Petzl Micro headlamp (2 "AA')
MiniMag flashlight mounted on side of helmet (2 *AA')

MSA Comfocap
Nitelight headpiece
Wheat 5200 headpiece
Justrite carbide lamp with 4" steel reflector
Petzl Duo (4 "AA')
Perzl Zoom (3 "AA')
Petzl Mega (3 "C')
Premier carbide lanrp with aluminum reflector
Ll lamp bracket
MSA larnp bracket
Metal glasses frames

Notes:
1 Mounted flush with front edge of helmet
2 Similar headlamp sold under "Optronics" and "Eveready" brand names

3 Effect due to metal in liner suspension

4 My four pairs tested, may not generalize to all tiames

Deviation
35
30
30

o

3

3

2
1.5

0.6

0.5
<0.5
<0.5

0
0
0
0

Notes

I
1,2
I

J



TABLE 2

Distance For Compass Deviation at Worst Orientation

Equipment
8 foot chain link fence
Weak refrigerator magnet

Electric Justrite headpiece

3/8" Self drill with bolt
Steel carabiner
Watch with metal band

Justrite carbide lamp with 4" steel reflector
Premier carbide lamp with aluminum reflector
MiniMag flashlight (2 "AA')
2 *AA" cells end to end

2 *AA" cells side by side

4 'AA" cells side by side

Notes
1 Proxy for dive lights which contain magnet
2 Held as if to illuminate compass

3 Proxy for headlamps containing "AA" cells in this configuration

Distance Notes
l0 feet 4o at 5'
18" I
10"
2.
Ar

A<r

N/A
1',2
9.5" 3

8"3
ll" 3
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with respect to North and with respect to the object inllu-
encing the cornpass.

For the purpose ofmeasuring the degree ofinlluence,
the worst case orientation was used. Data for the various
objects tested are tabulated in Tables I and2.

Table I lists the number ofdegrees error caused by
each object as it is normally worn, e.g., headlight mounted
on helmet, with the compass positioned as it is nonnally
read. Except for the test of the MSA Comfocap and the
eyeglasses frames, all objects were mounted on a Petzl
"Ecrin" helmet. This helmet contains no metal and there-
fore exerts no effect on the compass.

Table 2 lists the distance at which each tested object
will cause a l-degree error. The amount of error at other
distances can be approximated by the inverse ofthe square

of the distance, e.g., l/2 distance:3D 4 times error, twice
distance =3D l/4 error.

For many of the lights tested, all of the measured error
is caused by the battery (cells) contained within the light.
Groups of 2 or 4 cells can be used as a pro\T for many
lights not tested. The outer case of cells is made from
steel, which is what influences the compass. A number
of cells were tested and an uneryected discovery was made.

This discovery was that the cells are magnetized and that
the strength ofthis magnctism varies greatly from cell to
cell. This magnetization likely results from the rolling
or stalnping operations used to fabricate the steel casings.

Fourteen AA cells representing three different brands

were tested and the strength of their magnetization found
to vary by a factor of ten.
If one were unaware of this large variation in the mag-

netization of cells, it would be possible to test a headlarnp
for its degree ofinJluence and conclude it w'as acceptably
low and then have a large error at a later time due to a
different set of more highly magnetized cells. I selected
the worst four cells for use in the testing listed in Tables I
and2.

* There are a few miscellaneous items.that can cause

significant errors. Some dive light stylei flashlights in-
corporate magnets, which can have noticeable influence

' at several feet. Beware of concrete items as they often
contain steel reinforcing wire or rod, e.9., toncrete cul-
verts, power poles, paving, etc. Chain link fencing can
cause a 4-degree error at a distance of5 feet. One factor
that theoretically can cause an effect is electric current
flow associated with headlarnps. This was tested and
found to have negligible effect.

Conclusion: What To Do?

Be aware! If the instrument reader is wearing or us-
ing an object that may influence the compass, that object
mustbe moved away at least to the distance listed in Table
2. If a station is placed on or near an object such as a
concrete power pole or chain link fence, shoot bearings
to rather than frorn that station. Apply common sense.
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Errors In The Suunto
Compass Used For
Cave Surveying
by Lang Brod

I f,unyoftherecentarticlesoncompasserrorshave
I I / I dealt with errors encountered in the utilization

I V Iof hand-held compasses in an underground en-

vironment. Furthennore, many of the articles treat errors

rnade during the use of Suuttto compasses, wltich have

becorne a popular cave surveying colnpass in recent years.

Errors have been further subdivided into small random
errors arising during sighting the target or reading the

colnpa.ss, and larger errors (blunders), resulting from gross

misreading of the cornpass dial or problems in transcrib-
ing the reading. The impression conveyed by these ar-
ticles is that the authors consider all errors to be external
to the compass. This attitude is understandable; the drum
dial and the superimposed cursor of the Suunto compass

are readily visible, and it is easy to read the dial to the

nearest half-degree. Such apparently accurate readings

may in fact rnask inhcrent errors, rvhich may not be evi-
dent to the user.

Over 20 years ago, in l9'14,I began an attempt to mea-

sure internal compass errors in preparation for a proposed

NSS mapping rnanual. For that purpose, I constructed a

small non-magnetic rotary table calibrated in one-degree

increments, topped by a srnall adjustable platfonn upon
which a compass can be fastened. The table can be lev-
eled so that its rotation axis is vertical; the platform can

then be adjusted so that the compass rotates in a plane. In
use, the tumtable is turned so tltat it reads approximately
zero r.vhen the cornpass is reading zero degrees magnetic.

The turntable is then rotated until the compass reads e.x-

actly 005 degrees, and the resulting turntable position is

then read and recorded. This procedure is repeated until
thefull 360 degrees has been covered. Data reduction sirn-
ply consists of subtracting the compass reading frorn the

corresponding table reading.
If the turntable and compass were both perfect, the

difference between the two readings would be constant,

or zero. This difference in the general case is not con-
stant, and the variation in the difference permits an as-

scssment of courpass error. It should be noted that the

calculated difference tells nothing about the relation of
compass zero to rnagnetic north. Such a relationship can,
in principle, be deterrnined by sighting on a distant land-
mark from a knorvn position.

Compass Test Instrument
photo by Lang Brod

, The non-magnetic turntable is constmcted of two alu-
minum discs 8 inches in diameter by 3/4 inch thick; the

upper disc rotates on a closely fitting brass shaft set in the
lower disc. The lower, fixed disc has been graduated from
zero to 360 degrees in one-degree incremeits; the other
disc bears a single cursor line. The degree scale markings
are accurate to +/-0. I degree and czrn be read to an accu-
racy of +/- 0. I degree; the cornpass can be read to an

accuracy of about 0.2 degree. Assuming the errors are

random, the root mean square error can be calculated as

about 0.25 degree. Inasmuch as the angular difference
variation for many compasses is greater than 0.25 de-
gree, that variation is a valid measure of the compass er-
ror.

Tests on several Suunto compasses using this equip-
ment reveal that there are two components of cornpass

error. The first is a systematic error, which is a function
of dial reading, and which appears to be repeatable. Many
years ago, John Walker described a systernatic error en-
countered in a Brunton compass. The error was caused

by a bent pivot pin, possibly caused when the colnpass

was dropped, displacing the pivot from the center ofthe
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Figure l. Compass Drum Rotation vs Torques

dial. In such a condition, the compass reads correctly in
only two positions 180 degrees apart, and which has maxi-
mum positive and negative errors at 90 degrees from the

zero-error positions. A similar systematic error can occur
in the Suunto compass if the center of the drum at the

pivot is not perfectly coincident with the center of the

degree graduations on the periphery of the drum. Inas-

much as the centering is the result of a manufacturing

operation, it is potentially subject to error. Tests performed

on several Suunto compasses indicate that there appears

to be a small systematic error present in all of them. Cal-

culations indicate that a centering error of only 0.004-

inch will produce an error of +/-0.3 degree, for a total

error excursion of 0.6 degree.

Superimposed on the systematic error is a second error,

random in nature, which is the result of a defect termed
"deadband". The force which causes a compass needle to

align with the Earth's magnetic field is proportional to
the sine of the angular difference between the freld and

the needle, which goes to zero as the angular difference
goes to zero (2). As the compass needle or drum swings

into alignrnent, the force causing the motion decreases,

so that ultimately, at some position, the force is equal to

the pivot friction and the motion ceases. Thus, there is a

small angular range, symmetric about the null position,

where the needle or drum ceases

to turn; this region is the deadband,

as shown in Figure 1.

All good compasses, including
the Suunto, utilize a jewel pivot
bearing to minimize friction and

reduce deadband to a very small
angle. The bearing, which is fas-
tened 1o the drum center. is sup-
ported on a small steel pivot pin
which has been sharpened to a
point. The point is actually a small
spherical surface which is suffi-
ciently tiny to reduce friction to a
minimumbut large enough to sup-
port the weight and the forces act-
ing on the jewel bearing without
being deformed. In the Brunton
compass, the pivot pin is protected

by a mechanism, which lifts the
needle off the pivot when the lid is
closed. The Suunto instruments do

not have such a protective device

and may not need it, because ofthe
damping liquid support.

In the undamped Brunton
compass, the inertia of the needle

will cause it to swing past the null
position and overshoot until the in-

creasing countertorque causes it to stop and begin swing-
ing in the opposite direction. The damping liquid in the

-Suunto keeps the overshoot from occurring.

etails of Compass Tests

The testing protocol was developed over time during a
number of repeated tests designed to gain experience.

First, the compass was mounted in the test fixture, with
the compass-magnifying window on the rear side of the

clamping fixture, above the cursor line on the upper disc.

The tripod was then rotated with the compass stationary
so that the cursor line on the upper disc was approxi-
mately coincident with 000 degrees on the lower disc when
the compass was aligned with magnetic north. The tri-
pod is then carefully adjusted so that the rotating disc is

accurately leveled; next the compass is leveled with ad-
justing screws on the compass clamping fixture. After
leveling, the compass is ready for test.

The test begins by rotating the compass about its ver-
tical axis until the dial reads about 005 degrees and then
leaving it quiet until rotation has stopped. The compass

is then slowly turned in one direction until the dial reads

000 degrees. Because of damping, the compass drun dial
will rotate with dirninishing speed until it comes to rest.
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If the drurn dial falls short of 000 degrees, it can carefully

rotated a small incremental angle to bring it to the cor-

rect reading. However, if the drum dial overshoots 000

degrees, it is necessary to go back to 005 degrees and

allow the drum dial to come to rest before rcstarting the

test. Once the compass reads exactly 000 degrees, tlte turn-
table reading for that position is recorded.

For the next step, tlte compass is again unidirectionally
rotated from 000 to exactly 005 degrees, again allowing
no overshoot, and the corresponding turntable reading

for that angle is recorded. For the third reading, the com-

pass is aligned to about 015 degrees and allowed to come

to rest before carefully turning it back to 010 degrees. In
this manner, each five-degree increment is approached

from an alternating direction so that the deadband can be

detennined. When the full360 range of the cotnpass has

been tested in this way, the difference betrveen the com-
pass reading and the turntable reading is calculated, and

the difference angle is plotted as a function of cornpass

angle.
Tests utilizing the rotary table were perforrned on 8

KB-14/360 Suunto compasses ofvarious ages and con-

struction, as listed below:

1. old KB-14/360, S/N 706088, tested March, 1989

2. new KB-14/360, SAI 636557, tested March, 1989

3. new KB-14/360, SAI 945389, tested March, 1990

4. new KB-14/360. SAJ 034254, tested c. l99l
5. new KB-14/360Q, S,'\f 033808, tested Octobcr, 1992

6. new KB-14/360, SAI 106495, tested c. 1992

7. new KB-14/360, SAI 118397, testcd June, 1993

8. new KB-14/360, SAI 130571, tested March, 1996

Results of these tests are plotted in figures 2 and 3. In
addition, three tests were perfonned on Suunto plastic

compasses, as shown in figure 4.

It is certainly diffrcult to draw many conclusions from
such a small sample, but a few conclusions may be pos-

sible. The seven new KB-14 metal compasses all exhib-

ited very good performance, with minimal deadband and

most had little systernatic error. In contrast, the old KB-
14 showed a larger arnount ofdeadband and apparently
some systematic error also. It is probable tlut this com-
pass pivot has been somewhat blunted by irnpacts during
usage, resulting in greater pivot friction.

Both new KB-20 plastic compasses appear to have an

amount of deadband error I would consider excessive. If
this error is really characteristic of this Spe of compass,

it should not be used for cave surveying. The lack of a

serial nunber on these compasses may indicate tlut they

are not manufactured to be as accurate as the KB-14. In-
terestingly, the old KB-20 with much cave usage had

smaller deadband error than the two newer conpasses.

At about the time I was testing compass seven, a Sisteco

compass/clinometer was submittcd to me for testing, and

I was interested in comparing the Sisteco compass with
the Suuntos. The Sisteco combination instrument is homed

in an aluminum block about twice as long as used for a
Suunto compass or clinometer, and each part is essen-

tially identical to the Suunto counterpart. The test ofthe
compass (figure 5) showed that the systematic error was

about 1.3 degrees, somewhat high but certainly compa-

rable with the sixth instrument tested. What was interest-
ing was that the deadband error was surprisingly low, av-

eraging roughly about 0.I degree, at the very limit of reso-

lution for this tlpe of error.
The one aspect ofthis compass that did appear to be

different was a noticeable tilt of the dial, despite the lev-

eling of the compass body. I determined the approximate

compass angle at the maximum tilt condition and then

turned the colnpass 180 degrees so that the tilt was a lnaxt-

mum in the opposite direction. I then tilted the compass

body until the drurn dial was tilted at about the same angle

as previously with the aid of a plate and a shim of known

thickness. The total tilt required for cotnpensation was

about 5 degrees, corresponding to a actual tilt of about

2.5 degrees. That angle may not seem appreciable, but it
is suffrcient to tip the drum dial until it almost touches

the top of the transparent case in one direction and the

bottom in the other direction.
This observed tilt apparently results from insufftcient

or excessive balance weight to compensate for the verti-
cal component of the Earth's magnetic freld, which var-

ies with latitude. The tilt in itself is not a major prob-
lem. Horvever, if the drurn dial is used to level the com-
pass for inclined sights, it can cause appreciable error in

Jhe sighting direction.
To the best of my knowledge. there wls never a cotn-

parable tilt problem with any of the Suunto compasses,
' and I never attempted to estimate the magnitude of what-

ever tilt was present. On several occasions I observed a

slight tilt, at most a fraction of the 2.5 degrees tilt ob-

served in the Sisteco compass.

It is unwise to attempt to make any comparisons be-

tween the two colnpass tlpes on the basis of such limited
data. It is only possible to say that, on tlte basis of a single
test on a Sisteco compass, the two compass tlpes appear

to be cornparable. In addition to drum dial tilt, other dif-
ferences may be significant. The cornbined Sisteco is about

twice the size of either Suunto clinometer or compass.

Unlike the two separate instruments, which can be car-
ried to di{ferent locations in diffrcult surveying sih-rations,

the two sections are irrevocably tied together in tlte Sisteco.

If one section fails, the entire unit must be returned to the

dealer for repair. Finally, if a plastic or glass rod is af-
fixed to the housing for inclined sights with the cotnpass,

it somewhat obstructs the sighting for the clinorneter. It
is advisable to consider such potential problerns before

purchasing the Sisteco.
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The one test not carried out on these compasses was

the absolute accuracy, that is, their correspondence with
magnetic north when reading 000 on the dial. One rea-

son for this omission is that I have no good sighting land-
mark where I reside and where I carry out these tests.

Testing at a remote site would have required the expendi-
ture of time I could not spare when many of these tests

were carried out. A second reason is that there is a basic
question about what constitutes a good definition of abso-

lute accuracy.
In the case ofcornpass no. 6, ifzero degrees is used as

a reference angle, the compass reading will be in error by

about one degree at an angle of 180 degrees. For this spe-

cific compass, a better solution might be to select a refer-
ence such as 2'70 degrees where the median occurs; thus

the deviation from the median would reach a maximum
equal to only one half of the total excursion. As the mag-

nctic/optical correspondence is adjusted at the factory it
is unlikely that the manufacturer pays attention to such
minor details.

Figure 6 sllows a hlpothetical situation for a Suunto
with one degree of systernatic error and factory setting
errors of zero, plus 0.5 degree, and minus 0.5 degree.

This figure demonstrates how the systematic error and
north setting errors interact to produce bias errors ofplus
0.5, plus 1.0, and zero degrees. Bias error, being non-
random, will persistently enter into every reading, and
the entire survey will be skewed by the bias error angle.
For a survey in which the entire cave is survcyed with a
single cornpass, there should be no great problern; the

only diffrculty is that the north arrow position will be in
error by the arnount of the bias angle.

A different situation occurs when several compasses

are used to survey a larger cave, particularly one, which
has rather cornplex interconnectivity. In that case, ifone
or more colnpasses exhibit a bias error, the resulting sur-
veys might be diffrcult to join correctly. I would imagine
that in any cases of this gpe, the surveyors would attrib-

ute the diffrculf to closure error and to force a closure.
The problem is that no survey is necessarily more accu-
rate than any other. One can only hope that closure cor-
rection solves the problem.

The following tabulation is a summary of compass/
sighting errors and their relative magnitude:

Deadband: A relatively small error, smallest in new
instruments, the magnitude should be only a few
tenths of a degree. This error is truly random, be-
cause of r.m.s. addition, this error can probably be

disregarded.

Systematic Error: This error is a direct function of
compass angle; the total angular deviation may be

as high as one degree. In a complex, circuitous cave,

the error can probably be treated as a random error,
but in caves with long, straight passages, the error
constitutes a bias error.

North Alignment Error: A discrepancy between the
compass dial reading and the optical sighting path
when the instrument is pointed toward rnagnetic
north. Any angular discrepancy here will be non-
random (i.e., constant) and will be a bias error which
affects every reading. In the preceding text, it has

been shown how a systematic error can interact with
the north alignment to increase or diminish the blas
error.

Sighting Error: In my tests, perforrned under ideal
conditions with the compass firmly mounted, the
sighting errors were very small, probably on the or-
der of 0.1 to 0.2 degree. It can be expected that un-
der conditions encountered in the cave, the sight-
ing error would be larger. The best condition is when
the compass is firmly held against a firm surface,
such as a breakdown boulder. With less solid sur-
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faces for support, or with no support at all, the quiv-

ering of muscles and motion of chest muscles and

diaphragrn will contribute a significant amount of
positional instabiliry. In addrtion, other factors, such

as the target light not being directly over the target
station or the compass not being over the sighting
station, would introduce error. All of these sight-
ing errors are truly random.

5. Inclined Target Error: Because of the sighting
method used in Suunto compasses, targets can-

not be accurately sighted when they are more than

a few degrees above or below a level plane. For

this reason, reflective/refractive glass rods are used

for sighting targets at high angles of inclination.
For accurate readings, the glass rod and compass

body upon which it rests should be perfectly level.

Approxirnately, the error angle is proportional to
the compass tilt angle times the tangent of the in-
clination angle. At 45 degrees, where the tangent
is 1.0, the error is equal to the tilt angle. I had

suggested using the position of the compass drum

dial in its window as an indication of tilt. However

Roger Bartholomew has pointed out that the dials

are not always balanced to be level. Also,even in
the case of well balanced dials, levelling the com-

pass to the dial is not easy or very accurate. The

resulting error is random in nature and in actual

mapping situations can and does reach rnagnitudes

as high as 5 or 6 degrees.

Although present data is insufficient, there may be a

tendenry for degradation in accuracy rcsulting from an

increase in deadband error caused by rough in-cave treat-

ment. Relevant data rnay possibly be obtained by retest-

ing the colnpasses after several years ofusage to see what

changes the wear attd tear of surveying may produce.

My primary objective in writing this report was to de-

scribe the errors inherent in the Suunto compass and its

use, so that users are aware of its capabilities and limita-
tions. Obviously, one should not expect more accuracy

than the compass can provide. Also, the compass sltould
preferably be used in situations where it can perform most

effectively. Ideally, the compass should be used in large,

fairly level caves where inclination angles rarely exceed

l0 degrees and where both backsights and foresights can

be made from every station. In caves where high inclina-
tion readings require the use ofa glass sighting rod, tlte

user should be aware ofthe need to level the contpass and

should recognize the potential for error if the drum dial
inside the compass is used for tltis purpose.

On the basis of limitcd data, it appears tlut extended

usage will degrade the performance of the Suunto. Con-
sequently, a Suunto colnpass owner should treat the in-

strument with care, being careful that it does not impact

upon hard objects orfall upon a hardfloor. Again, on the

basis of lirnited data, it does not appear that the KB-20
plastic compass is an advisable investment, even for a

benign cave environment, except perhaps as a training
compass or for hiking.

For Suunto compass users who do not have access to

facilities for testing the compass, there is a quick hand

test one may carry out. Set the compass on the edge of a

wooden table or other level, non-magnetic surface and let

the drum dial come to rest. Then quickly rotate the com-
pass body five to ten degrees and observe the drum dial,

which should quickly rotate to a fixed position and come

to rest without any apparent sluggishness or hang-up. Ifa
target of lirnited angular width is available, one may sight
on this target several times, alternating on-target and off-
target sightings; the compass readings for the target should

all be approximately the same. Rapid, non-sticky response

and closely clustered readings on target will indicate that

the compass is probably performing at an acceptable level.

For many years, I have maintained that the ideal cave

surveying compass has not been manufactured. The in-
ternally lighted Suunto has been a step in the right direc-

tion. What I would like to see is a Suunto rvith the light
and an internal bubble level, and a fixed or retractable

external glass rod for highly inclined sigltts. Finally, it
would be nice to have a compass that can be sighted while
lying prone in a low passage with one's chin in the dirt,
but perhaps that's asking too much.

Appendix

Terminology and Description. Suunto cbmpasses utilize
a small rotating drum dial rather than a pivoted needle; I

' have referred to this dial as a drum for convenience. The

drum is not really a right circular cylindertut actually a

truncated cone, with a reentrant upper surface. The pri-
mary degree scale, that one visible tluough the magnify-
ing lens at the rear of the compass, is fonned upon this
conical surface. The scale consists of thin lines of three
lengths: short lines occur at one-half degree incretnents,
mediurn length lines occur at one degree increments, and

the longest lines occur at l0 degree increments. All lines
appear to be parallel, though all have an irnperceptible
tilt, all pointing to a vertex coincident with the conical
surface upon which they are inscribed, one which is some

distance above the compass itself" The longest lines, those

at l0 degree increments, tenninate close to an associated

number consisting of three digits and ranging from zero

to 350 for the Suunto KB-14/360. These nutnbers com-
prise the degree scale and indicate the orientation ofthe
compass body with respect to magnetic north; when the
observer reads zero, the black cursor line on the transpar-
ent housing (through which the drurn dial is read) is vi-
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sually aligned toward magnetic north. and it appears to be functionally identical to the com-

A second set of nurnbers, also printed in black but passes with azimuth scales. Quadrant scales are tlpical
one-half the size of the primary numbers, occur at the top on the Brunton Rpe compasses, which were almost uni-

of the conical scale, directly above the largerprimary num- versally used for cave surveying in the early days of the

bers. On this scale, the nurnerical positions are 180 de- NSS. I personally dislike the quadrant scale because of
grees offset from those on the larger scale, so that the possibility of error in reading and transcribing the

backsights can be directly read as if they were foresights. compass measurement. In addition, for those surveyors

On this scale, the zero occurs directly above the larger who sketch to scale, the possibiliry ofan erroneous angle

180, and the smaller 350 occurs directly above the larger plot is not a trivial problem.

170. The difference in numeral size is distinctive, so

misreadings from the presence of two
scales should be minitnal.

A second scale occurs on the top,

reentrant surface of the compass
drum, which is visible through the

transparent window on the top side

of the cornpass housing. This scale,

unmagnified is rnarked in five-degree

increments, with degree numbers oc-

curring at every 30 degrees from 0 to
330. The zero on this upper scale, as

indicated by a short red cursor line
inscribed on the periphery of the win-
dow occurs at magnetic nortlt. A
third, smaller scale is inscribed inside
the five-degree scale on the top side

of the drum. Tltis last scale consists

only of tlte four cardinal directions,
which are abbreviated and shorvn in
block letters: N, E, S, and W.

If one holds the compass horizon-
tally with the transparent window up
(with the observer looking dorvn) and

then rotates the compass in a clock-
wise direction, say from north to east,

the drum will appear to rotate in the

opposite direction. The sequential ap-
pearance of the nurnbers in the pri-
mary number sequence, indicated by
the black cursor line, will, however,

increase. This direction of number in-
crease is considered to be clockwise
rotation, while the opposite direction
is considered to be counterclockwise.
The same concept also holds wlten tlte
drun is driving torvard a null posi-

tion, as shown in Figure l.
A second ffpe of scale occurs on

Suunto colnpasses in which tlte scale

is marked in quadrants, with zero de-
grees occurring twice, at magnetic
north and rnagnetic south, and 90 de-
grees occurring at magnetic east and

west. I tested one colnpass of this type,
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declination and compass
differences. Ultimately, the _5.0
limit of accuracy of a mag-
netic survey is established -
by the short-tenn variations E -5' 1

in the Earth's magnetic T
ficld. Land surveyors have 'i -5'2
long been aware of this and t
use more accurate ways of 3 -S.S
measuring angles.

Measurements of thelvruoJurvltluttrJ vr tlrg _q 4 L

Earth's magnetic field are "' ' 0
available on the Internet.
The British Geological Sur-
vey lus the Geornagnetism Infonnation and Forecast Ser-

vice at:

http ://u b. nmh. ac.uk/gifs/on_line_gifs. html

The US Geological Survey has the National Geophysical
Data Center at

24

by Robert Thnn

Day of Month, JuIy 1997

Hourly Variation of Magnetic Declination

-5.0

-3. I

-5.2

_64

-5.4

Magnetic declination is the difference betwcen true

north and magnetic north. There are both long-term and

short-tenn changes in the Earth's magnetic field. The
long-term, wide-area changes are predicted by models such

as the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)
The values from these models are used for the values given

on the bottom of topographic maps. Surveyors should be

aware that tlte printed declination value may not accurate

for their time and place. A lnore accurate value may be

gotten from a surface survey using landtnarks on the to-
pographic map.

The differences between individual magnetic com-
passes are another source oferror in a cave survey. Some

cave survey projects establish a compass correction by
sighting between reference points, thus accounting for both

6 12 18

Hour of Day

http : //www. n gdc. noaa. gov/seg/potfl d

and at ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov

The British site will give a table of hourly means for a
single day at one of three magnetic observatories. The
US ftp site has all the data for a magnetic observatory
sometimes going back to 1901, in one huge file with a
complicated format. Data at l-minute intervals are avail-
able on CD-ROM in both countries. I requested 3l days

of July 1997 hourly means from the UK Hartland obser-
vatory at 5A 59.7' lV, 355'31.0' E.

Data were given for hours 0 to 23. I added a half hour
to place the mean at the middle of thc hour. I plotted the

declination fo
r the entire month to see

if there were noisy and
quiet days. I also over-
laid all 3l days on one

plot to see the reproduc-
ibility of the daily pat-
tern. It should be noted
that the data consist of
hourly rneans, so there is
solne smoothing of in-
stantaneous peaks.

The largest change in
one day was 0.232 de-
grees. The hourly varia-

tions are small enough so they are hidden by other errors.
Those who calibrate a compass with reference poins might
want to do the calibrations at the same time of day. The
variations will not swamp out accuracy gains frorn read-
ing to better than a halfdegree, though other factors rnight.
Perhaps we should record the time of the cornpass read-
ings on our suryeys.

There are quiet and noisy locations and years. The
magnetic field varies with sunspot activity. I will leave it
to others to look at the va-riations at other times and places.
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Surveying and the
Role of Geological
Data
by Dr A. R. Farrant

Dept. of Geography, University of Bristol

Reprifiedfrom Compass Points 18, December 1997

BCRA Cave Surveying Group.
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A eological information is rarely portrayed on sur

I I'veys. Although the role of geology in determin

\J ing the plan and sfle of cave formation is often
acknowledged, few surveys record this crucial informa-
tion. This is primarily because most cavers are unfamil-
iar with basic geologic knowledge or feel that inclusion
of geological data on surveys is irrelwant. However, much

information can be usefully added onto a survey with little
extra time and effort, and greatly enhances the use of a
survey. Several tlpes of data can be included without more

than a basic understanding of geology or cave geomor-
phology. These can be divided into three categories: flow
indicators, passage morphology, and geological structures.,

Flow Indicators

Several methods can be used to determine the direction '

of water flow in abandoned 'fossil' passages. Detennina-
tion offlow direction is critically important in understand-

ing how the cave functioned, especially in horizontal pas-

sages or phreatic passages where flow direction may not
be immediately obvious. Scallops are the most common
flow indicator and generally provide a reliable guide to
flow direction. Furthermore, they can also be used as a

flow velocity indicator. Scallops are asymmetrical
solutional depressions etched into the limestone usually
between 0.5 - I m across (Figures l). The steep face of
the scallop always lies in the upstream side. Hence by
examining alarge (>20) number of scallops, flow direc-
tion can be established. When recording flow direction,
care should be taken to note scallop directions over a rela-
tively wide area to eliminate the possibiliry of recording
anomalous flow in eddies. The size of scallops gives an

indication of flow velocity. The smaller the scallop, the

faster the flow Thus in a fast, turbulent vadose stream,

scallops will tend to be elongate, unidirectional and small

Figure l. Cross sections through
a scallop, with flow direction

(0.5-5 cm). In slower flowing phreatic passages, scal-

lops will be much larger (10-100 cm) less asymmetric
and more irregular, often merging into wall pockets.

Another method of looking at flow direction is ex-
amining structures commonly preserved in undisturbed
cave sediments. Alas, in many caves, mud banks and

sandy floors have too often been trampled and disturbed.

Adequate taping is needed at an early stage to preserve

these highly delicate features. Several indicators can be

used to determine flow direction such as cross-bedding,

imbrication and ripple marks. These are sketched in
frgtre 2.

Cross bedding is best developed in fine sandy sedi-

-.ment and can be observed where a section has been cut

into a sediment bank. Howeveq care must be taken, as

the t)?e of structure seen will depend on the orientation
of the section with respect to the flow direction. The
clearest cross bedding will usually be seefl in a section
parallel with passage orientation.

Ripple marks are common on sandy-silty floors and,
like scallops, the steep lee side of the ripple is on the
upstream side. Imbrication is the orientation of gravels
in the direction offlow Platy clasts such as shales and

thinly bedded sandstone is easily aligned in the direc-
tion of flow. The clasts generally dip upstream. With a
little practice, these observations can be made within a

few minutes and easily added to the survey notes.

An example where flow indicators provided an im-
portant insight to understanding the evolution ofa cave

system is in the Ogof Draenen. From a simple examina-
tion of the survey it appears that Gilwern Passage is an
inlet to the Beyond the Choke streamway. However,
ripple marks, scalloping and cross bedding all indicate
flow to the north. Similar evidence from Megadrive in-
dicates a southward flow (Simms et al., 1995)

l5
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A. Cross beddrng.
Occurs in sand-l' sediment.

B. Imbrication
Occurs in gravel deposits

&
C. Ripple marks
Occurs on sand/silt.

Figure 2 - Flow indicators in cave sediments

Passage morphologY

Passages can be divided into three basic t)?es: vadose,

phreatic, and paragenetic. An accurate, well-drawn cross

section through a passage, with the relative vadose or
phreatic portions rnarked, is invaluable. An example is

shown below (Figure 3).
Vadose passages are characterizedby trench shaped

passages, which are often well scalloped and fretted.
Phreatic passages are often more rounded in profile and

have generally smootherwalls. Paragenetic passages are

the most diffrcult to recognize and are less common. In
shape they often resemble vadose passages, yet have a
phreatic sculpture. They are formedby sediment infilling
a phreatic passage such that the floor becomes armoured

with a sediment cover and tltus solution can only proceed

upwards. Characteristic features of paragenetic passage

include a phreatic canyon passage, parasitic half tubes

etched on the passage walls and roof, and evidence of
previous total sediment fill. Many of the passages in the

upper series of Ogof Fffnnon Ddu show characteristic
paragenetic canyons (e.g. between Selenite Tunnel, and

Cross Rift). The choked caves exposed in Elson Hill
quarr)', Derbyshire are another superb example, many of
which are still infilled with gravel

Geological structures

Perhaps the simplest thing to measure while survey-

ing is the dip of the rock. The dip is the maximum slope

of the bedding, while the strike is an irnaginary line at
right angles to the dip (Figure 4). This can be measured

with a clinometer on convenient bedding plane and takes

only a moment. Many passages are oriented either down
dip or along strike. Joints and fault lines are also impor-
tant in determining potential flow routes and can be eas-

ily marked on a survey. Joints are fractures in the rock

with little or no evidence of movement, and are often
infrlled with calcite. Faults are less common, but usually
more obvious, being marked by a zone of shattered rock
often several meters wide and heavily veined with cal-
cite. As a fault is a plane where rocks- have moved in

'telation to each other, individual beds are,not continuous
across the fault. A good example is the Hall Fault ex-

, posed at the base of the 40'pitch in GB Cavern. This is

rnarked by a shattered, heavily veined rock 9ipping at an

angle of 40o which determines the location of the pitch.
Folds can also be noted. if they are srnall and promi-

nent enough to be marked on a survey. Large-scale folds
can be picked out if enough dip measurements are taken
throughout the cave system. Two basic t)?es occur - an-
ticlines and synclines @ig 5). Many small examples can

:1? r
V, -J

N, {t
Vrt

-,I
hreatic roof tubc with latcr
adose trench

vadose trcnch with
solutional notch

Paragenetic qrnyon.
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Figure 3. Cross sections through several passages showing each phase of developmcnt
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Figure 4. Dip and strike as measured on
a bedding plane.

be seen in the walls of the Swildons streamway below the

old 40' pot and in G.B. On a larger scale the position of
anticlines and synclines in OFD determines the location

of many of the inlets. This is shown in the OFD Chapter

on Limestones and Cave of Wales (Smart and Christo-
pher, 1989).

Other features

Many other observations can be easily noted on sur-
veys. Abrupt changes in passage shape, size or orienta-

tion usually have a geological or geomorphological con-
trol, and if significant, should be noted. Major changes
in roof elevation at junctions are especially important as

then often provide evidence of the relative age of each

passage. Similarly, changes in rock t1pe, the presence of
shale beds or a particular marker horizon should be noted.

Which, if any of these observations will depend on the

cave being suweyed. For example, in Ogof Draenen, three

rock units can be easily distinguished, even by the non-
geologist and their location noted. The presence of non-

limestone boulders in chokes is another easily identifi-
able feature which can be noted on a survey.

Conclusion

Much information about caves and how they func-
tioned can be obtained from relatively few easily observed

features. However, very little of this information is ever

marked on cave surveys. Furthermore, most of these ob-

servations can be recorded on a normal surveying trip
without spending much time and witlt only a little prac-

tice. I hope that anyone involved with surveying a new
cave will consider the geological aspect and plot the rel-
evant data - it makes the geological interpretation a lot
easier!

Anticline

Syncline

Figure 5 Basic fold types: Plan of cave with dip arrows, anticlines, and synclines marked.

Geological data symbols:

Phreatic flow directiot V->
Dip direction and angle \

)
Anticlinal axis 

-.*4}*."."-_

x
/ ,r"

Vadose flow direction 
^r--ft*>

Synclinal Axis +-
_______-_-r_ F

Fault
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CEILING: - t rr- -f >\

)---_rx

l Create a shape file called "tick.shp" in your
c:\autocad directory. The shape file simply tells
AutoCAD what a "tick" symbol is. "Tick.shp"
can be created with any text editor and is just two
lines long. Note that in some text editors you
have to enter a return after both lines.

*I.2.TICK
010,0

2. Create a line[pe file called "cave.lin." This file
tells AutoCAD how to use the tick symbol when
drawing a line. In this case, we are making two
linerypes called "floot" and "ceiling." "Cave.lin"
can be created with any text editor and is four
lines long. "Floor" draws a continuous line, with

3.

4.

ticks I unit long sticking out perpendicular to the
line and spaced every 3 unites along the length of
the line. "Ceiling" draws a space 1.5 units long,
then a dash 3 units long, and repeats. In the middle
ofthe dash, the tick sticks out perpendicular and
is I unit long.

*FLOOR

A, I . 5, [TlcK,c:\autocad\tick. shx, S= l,R=90], l, 5
*CEILING
A,0, - l. 5, l. 5 [TICK,c :\autocad\tick. shx, S= l,R=90], I

Compile "cave.shp" into "cave.shx." The com-
piled file has the same information but is in a lan-
guage read by AutoCAD Command: prompt, en-
ter COMPILE and select tick.shp.

Load your two new lintlpes into the drawing. At
the AutoCAD Command: prompt, enterLINETPE
LOAD *. Then select the linetype file cave.liln
which you just created.

Change the object creation mode to make one of
your new linetpes the default, and draw a line (or
pline or spline). If it doesn't look right, you may
just need to change the linetlpe scale with the
change properties command. Voila!

Experiment with cave.lin to create different
linetypes. The AutoCAD Customization guide will
help. For example, I have separate linetypes for
ticks on the left side ofthe line and ticks on the
right. Lately I'm using a linetype which uses

tick.shp (Figure 2)

t t 
1 r r t i 1 ti\ \\)\\\\l/"'/, /r I rr

5.

6.

TWo AutoCAD Linetypes for Cave Cartography

by Bert Ashbrook, NSS 25104

Several Cave Cartographers who use AutoCAD
softward (including me) have complained that drawing
floor ledge and ceiling ledge symbols are a pain.
AutoCAD release l3 and higher supports complex
linetypes, which make these symbols much easier to draw.

Here's how I create linetlpes like these.

18
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Ceiling Height Determination
in Large Rooms
with Common Cave
Surveying Equipment

by Jim Glock

For years I have been occasionally concerend with a
method of determining cave ceiling height with reason-

able accuracy. In many cases we are limited to cumber-

some or expensive equipment, such as helium filled bal-

loons or visible light electronic distance meters. Fortu-

nately in large rooms we can use a flashlight hung by a

string, a clinometer, and a taPe.

I have been developing this method in a small cave in
northwest Arkansas that I frequent. There is a perma-

nent statio marker in a large room from which I can make

repeated trails. After the first two attempts (five triangu-
lations), I decided that the major problem was not the

size of the target on the ceiling, but getting that target

very nearly vertically over the station.

I hope to try this in a place where I can confirm the

results by going to the point on the ceiling and lowering a

tape, but until I do, I will have to be satisfied with check-

ing it with a Leica visible light laser rangefinder that seems

to be as accurate as a tape for measuring distance.

I stalked to a number of people about finding a point
on the ceiling over the station. Pete Lindsley said that if
I rotated a beam around a vertical axis, the center ofany

circle it describes on the target will be on that axis. When

talking to Bob Glock about how to mount a shaft verti-
cally, he said, "Hang it from a string!" The method I
used follows:

I taped a short (6 to 12 inch) nylon string to each side

of the lens retainer of a Pelican Super Saber Light (any

flashlight with a tight beam will work). In the cave, I
found it best to hold the string with one hand above the

station while twisting the string and light with the other.

The circle thus described on the ceiling can easily be seen

by the instrument person. If the beam comes to rest it is
often near the center of that circle.

The instrument person then chooses a comfortable
place as near level with the station and as close to the

ceiling distance as possible. He then puts a temporary
mark on the point from which he will take an inclination
both to the ceiling and to the station on the floor. The

distance is then measured from the instrument position

to the station and all data is recorded. Tltis is then re-
peated for at least two more instrument locations for veri-
fication ofthe calculated height.

Each of the data can then be applied to the following
general formula which I developed after reviewing my

high school trigonometery.

h - (--1X sin (/SIC - /LIS)
I sin(90' -ILIC) t

It would be best to do the calculations in the cave so

gross errors can be corrected immediately. This can be

done with a hand calculator, with the trigonometric tables

-on the compass if your arthimetic is better than mine, or
with a graphical solution if you carry a'protractor and

ruler.

S=Station on floor for which ceiling height is calculated
C=Point on ceiling at zenith of S

I=Instrument position from which inclinations are shot

c=Distance frorn S to I
h=Ceiling height
_90"< LIS < +90"

LllC=Inclination to ceiling
l. ISC:Should be as near as possible to 90'

f ILC=90"
Line LI is horizontal
Line LC is vertical

NOTE: The term (LIC -ILIS) can be simplified to
(ILIC = 2/LIS). This eliminates a subtraction in the

field.
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Report on the UIS Proposed
Symbols List for Cave Survey

Compass & Tape, Volume 13, Number 3, Issue 43

For the past several years, the European cave mapping

community has been discussing the adoption of a unified
cave map symbols list. During the lOth National Con-
gress of the Swiss Cavers Association in Breitenbach, a

session was held at the Second International Topography

Meeting for the purpose of compiling a standard list of
symbols for cave survey. The proposed list was distrib-
uted amongst European cave mappers and cartographers

for review and comment.
A discussion session on the symbols list (now pro-

posed as the UIS standard) was held at the International

Congress UI S 1997 inLa-Chaux-de-Fonds (Switzerland).

Following is a summary of the discussion which was ex-

cerpted from an article published in Compass Points I 7,

September 1997. Wookey (the editor) reports:

In general, the discussion proceeded quickly
without much dissent, although a few symbols

caused some debate. Despite a general desire to

distinguish between "underneath" and "wall po-

sition not clear/known," which are both currently
dashed lines, no satisfactory other solution was

found so they remain the same, although changes

were agreed on the representation of leads (also

dashed lines). Dotted lines were rejected as they

alreadyrepresentsand,tendtodisappearonphoto- \

reduction, and the symbol for "hidden lines" in
CAD is already a dashed, rather than a dotted line.

On compter-drawn maps a greyed line for under-
neath was suggested at the Surveying Workshop,

and this may be adopted in the forthcoming ses-

sion to further discuss symbols, which will include
color as part of its remit.

Roof steps also caused some discussion but we

eventually agreed on the proposed symbol (like
floor steps but dashed). The most acrimonious
debate occurred on the subject ofpitch/climb/aven
depth indications. The Austrians insisted that this
was a topographic survey, not a rigging guide and

that it was not necessary to indicate the difference
between a drop that needed gear and one that

didn't - also this was a subjective decision. Nearly

everyone else thought that it was a very impor-
tant thing to indicate, subjective or not. The prob-

lem is that the current use of a letter e.g. 'p' for

pitch and 'c'for climb (in the
UK) does not translate well
(the French use 'p' and 'e'
with 'c' meaning aven, the
Germans use 's'for pitch, the
Turks use 'm', etc.) Finding
an international solution
proved difficult. We thought

about using a little crab or ladder symbol. Or a
random letter like 'X', but all these were dis-
missed for one reason or another; the crabjust
looks like a G, it was thought that the ladder

would be interpreted as "fixed ladder in place",

the X didn't really help, so eventually we de-

cided to just have a number with no letter for a

climbable drop, a number preceeded by a letter
(varied by country but 'p' recommended) for
pitch. A great deal of debate occured for the

stalagmite/stalactite symbols. Eventually they
had two options, a little 'Y' or (on plans) a per-

fect circle, circle with dot or filled circle for sta-

lactite, stalagmite and column. A few of the

symbols were declared unnecessary such as 'en-

trance pitch' and'cuesta scarp line'.

Garry Petrie, who serves as the US representative to

this UIS committee, reports that the list of symbols will
be finalized and adopted as the UIS standard sometime

this summer.
Following is a condensed version ofa proposal for the

UIS symbol list by Ph. Hauselmann and Y. Weidmann

{translated by N. Ruder). The complete.version can be

found at the following website:

http : //www. unine. chluis97/misc/praezis/wef come. html

A Suggestion for a Unificd Symbol
list for Cave Surveys

by Ph. Hauselmann and Y. Weidmann

General comments:

This list is meant to be an international basis of un-
derstanding on which the different countries, if neces-

sary can build their own extra lists"
In order to keep some consistency between the old and

the new list, and based on the idea that several special

symbols may be most useful, there is an addendum to the

list referred to as "additions". The symbols on this list
couldn't be put on the main list due to their limited or
strictly regional occurance. Despite of this we would like
to insist on the fact that these symbols represent a sen-

sible and often very useful additional help to clarifu the
map.

20
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Todays active cave surveyors all know that the map

with figures and symbols only makes out half of the work
of a good cave explorer. The other equally important part

consists of the description of the cave including all the

facts and presumptions that cannot be shown on the map.

Observations on geology, sedimentology, hydrology, cli-
mate, flora and fauna, a historical summary of the explo-
ration, a list ofspecial equipment needed or already in-

Proposed Symbols

Main survey points: A
Subordinate survey points A
Outline of a passage

t"

\
Plan

stalled and so on, should be part ofa good cave descrip-

tion and are not to be neglected. Guesses on continua-

tions and maybe some thoughts about cave genesis com-

plete the description, which gives a reliable basis for fur-
ther work.

It seemed sensible to give some explanations for the

different syrnbols in order to make our reasoning and ideas

clearer to the reader.

List - Motivations and explanations

Presumed dimensions of sPace:

Plan Prufile

Underlying passages: As an additional help to distin-
guish the lower from the upper passage it is possible to

cut the lower one shortly before it crosses the upper one.

This possibiliff is shown in the longitudinal section.

Ceiling form: The symbol for the form of the ceiling of
a cave can be useful for those cavers who do not draw
longitudinal section, but as a developed longitudinal
section is highly recommended (see also documentation

on the 9. National Congress 1991, Charmey) this
symbol should not be used very often.

'-. *f.l'Ii
}\ l**

Too narrow continuation:

I

Plan Profile

Cross-section: Cross-sections are of major importance
for the understanding ofa passage. For each map

passage cross-sections must be drawn. The arrows
indicating the direction ofview are done differently, a
clear indication is, however, necessary.

Plan Profile

PrclileContinuation possible:

/t]- l'*-1_-*.
-r^.*-----l"-\* ?

Plan

I

{t- ^_)

' ""t
{-*

\
\\

\
$

Prnfile

Plan
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Steps: This symbol is well known, just don't forget thal

the little dashes are always to be orientated downwards!

'.1(l
/fl<R4 l-t-: tF '\

Plan Profile

Pits: The filled or empty triangle have been replaced by

dashed lines for two reasons: First, the dashed line is easier

to draw, secondly it is unclear even to most draughtsmen

whether the empty triangles represent the smaller or the

higher steps or when they should be frlled (at 5 m or l0
m?).

Gradienl lines

Plan Profile

Chimney / Chimney-pits: The plus and minus signs can

be written inside or outside the cave. For reasons ofclear-
ness they should be encirced when written outside the

cave.

Gradient arrows: for reasons of consistency with older

symbol lists the differentiation between gradient arrows

inside and outside the cave have not been changed. The

difference should still be clear from the drawing itself'!

Gradient lines: Gradient lines are the most common

methods to illustrate the ground structure. As on geo-

graphic maps narrow spacing indicates a steep and wide

spacing a slow slope.

Altitude above sea-lcvel: This symbol has also been kept

for reasons ofconsistence and designates the altitude above

sea-level used in the map. It is highly recommended to

write 1880 m. instead ofjust writing 1880. Generally maps

are all to be done in SI units.

Altitude above sea level

relation to the entrance: Plane

Jake / flowing water: as before. It is recommended not

to draw the hatching at right or 45 degre'e angles

because it might interfere with other symbols and

because it looks silly.

The symbols: P. for an unclinbable pit, R. for a clinbable step,

C.for an unclimbable chimney or pit, E. for a climbable Chimney-stepare

note internationally understood and are also shown here.

Contours: (lines of sarne altitude) with altimetric mea-

surement as done on geographic maps are seldom used,

as the exact ground level is not always easily established

and precise drawings can cause serious problems. Gradi-

ent lines are used more frequently.

4*,.

t /. / ---
///.'t

1'// ?
/: /i \\

I J .lt

. { I',

fference in elevation in Joint. fault.

{4E /' .:t ) D

/l-/
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Cascade / waterfall: Two versions are presented in the

plan. The left one is connected with the symbol for a

step and is therefore Preferable,

Compass &Tape, Volume 13, lt{umber 3, Issue 43

Plan Prufile

Spring / sink: Springs or sinks which flow sideways in

or out ofa cave don't need a halfcircle to be

characterised, whereas water inlets and outlets in the

ground should be marked with a half-circle to distin-
guish them clearly from normal flowing water.

Widespread water inlet: An old and very confusing

symbol which was also used for drainage water has

been omitted and replaced by three normal water

arrows with joined ends.

Plan Pmfile

Seeping of a water course in a sediment: Unlike the

waterhole, the half-circle is omitted as the seeping

usually takes place over some distance. In return a

dashed arrow is connected to the full arrow to make

things clearer.

Flow casts (Scallops): Even for geomorphologists it is
sometimes diffrcult to work out in which direction the

water used to flow, so all we suggest is to add an arrow
representing the old flow direction, to the known

symbol.
Driphole: For reasons of consistence this symbol has

been kept for holes made by dripping water in sedi-

ment.
Flute: The di{ferentiation between erosional and

corrosion flutes has been omitted, because, especially

with flutes on lateral walls, they cannot always be

identified correctly.

\v

Air draught: This is a well known symbol. It should

always include the date of measurement. Three feathers

(not drawn) stand for a very strong draught.
Ice / snow / firn: The old star symbol used for snow hasn't

been satisfactory for quite some time as it is very time
consuming to draw and the ground structure cannot be

shown. Added to this, it can easily be mistaken for the

crystal symbol. The old symbol for ice is conlirsingly simi-
lar to true gradient lines. Taking all this into consider-

ation we agreed on the following solution: Snow is trans-

formed to firn and subsequently to ice. By morphology

and composition all three substances are the same, there-
fore it should be represented by the same symbol. The

one that hasbeen chosen is eaEy to draw, shows the ground

structure and cannot be mixed uP.

Stalagmitcs, stalactites, calcite curtains, {alcite
pillars:

Gour pools:

f(
/)./l^

--------t-"'=:-1----*en''' t */r"

fr!!ti /t"tY+:
--lq!-r,{..'.
/^,\*,4"--

<,u
6u"
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, -'-(r fiv
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Helictites, Straws, Crystals: For reasons of interna-

tional understanding the letters identifing the minerals

should be avoided, first because correct mineral

identification is often not as easy as it may seem, and

second because a C for calcite is an K in German and a

# in Chinese.

Plan

Floor calcite, Wall calcite/calcite in general, Moonmilk:
To avoid mistaking this symbol for the guano symbol an

additional bow has been added to the usual m.

Georgraphic North, Cartesian north, Magnetic
North:

(sand, silt, clay, humus)

For Clastic sedimcnts: Sand, silt, clay and humus: Wth
the exception of humus this group is a sediment whose

grain size and therefore names depend on the velocity of
current of the carrying water. In flowing water sand is

deposited whereas in standing water clay is deposited. In
contrast to this the flowstone (see there), which is a chemi-

cal precipitation, does not represent the velocity offlow

Plan

++ a
lNg lNc lNr,,o

but the chemical equilibrium. As flowstone occurs quite

frequently a special symbol needed to be found. The small
parallel dashes did a good job as they also showed the

ground structure. Unfortunately several surveyors
characterised clay by a series of small dashes, which can

lead to some confusion. For the mentioned reasons, a geo-

logically correct solution has been worked out. For those

who absolutely don't want to abandon the dashes there is

an alternative symbol for clay on page 25.

Clay covered walls: This symbol can also be used to

show stagnation zones.

Guano Camp

Additions:

Continuation: An indication on the effort needed for fur-
ther exploration is espccially recommended for bigger cave

systems where complete descriptions have not yet been

done. A single dot stands for easy continuation, two dots

stand for continuation with a certain effort (digging, blow-
ing-up....), three dot stand for an (almost) impossible con-
tinuation.

i'-f'la;*=.
/--\\ I -\ \^--

1'\-.*rt trt, 
I<r r' i

Profilen
Hcight of a passage / chamber: L-/
An indication on height can be useful for a caver who
doesn't draw longitudinal sections. But since this is highly
recommended (see documentation of the 9. National
Nongress 1991, Charmey) this symbol is not going to be

used very often.

h rtrYt !1- h rn

_:-\gq. t-_ /tfi-1'.,.. ------../-,_..n 
,.fr:..-.__..,. *,-ou-;ii.r,

r L_t

A

"'2r=a h-rsg
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Passage in disturbed rock: This symbol means that a
cave lies in highly disturbed / mechanically defonned rock.

It should be used for caves lying in natural inhomogenous

blocks of rock.

Cauliflower-calcite / discs: These two symbols for cal-

cite are of a regional importance and can be quite useful'

qr
d rrf d-9

h

f
Bones: This symbol does not need any further explana-
tion

Clay, 2nd version: see also clastic sediments
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